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Use less language; use more figures, tables, 
color, highlighting, and multimedia
• My field: language education – as 

researcher & practitioner

• This talk’s heavy on opinion, theory, and 
“activism”; light on statistically 
analyzable empirical evidence….

• The central recommendation may feel 
like it’s something that’s already done, 
especially in STEM. But:
• it’s perhaps useful to explicitly consider and 

articulate this practice, acknowledging how 
it links with (& could further link with) the 
spirit of open science

• in some parts of the academy (e.g. social 
sciences like educational research, or the 
10,000s of academic English tutors 
worldwide), this isn’t done in many contexts



Metascience reforms have mainly focused on 
improving creation & sharing of the scientific 
message – but the medium is also important
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Why is natural language a barrier for science?

• Difficult to create
• Learning to read and write English in an appropriate 

academic style takes many years (many tools for the 
scientific process have been made open source, e.g.
R; but English is very much not open source)

• Even if your English proficiency is at a high level, it still 
takes a long time to write in the appropriate style

• Difficult to consume
• Learning to read English of this style takes many years

• Even if your English proficiency is at a high level, 
consuming paragraphed language is slow

• Ambiguity high
• Natural language is inherently ambiguous, especially 

in the social sciences when the phenomena are less 
immediately tangible

For those who didn’t learn Chinese as a child, try reading a few sentences of this article: it 
gives a sense of how difficult it is to read/write scientific publications in English for most 

people on the planet



Why is natural language a barrier for science?

• “knowledge itself is more beautiful than any apparel of words that can 
be put upon it” (Bacon, 1592)

• “words are formed at the will of the generality, and there arises from a 
bad and unapt formation of words a wonderful obstruction to the mind. 
Nor can the definitions and explanations with which learned men are 
wont to guard and protect themselves in some instances afford a 
complete remedy—words still manifestly force the understanding, 
throw everything into confusion, and lead mankind into vain and 
innumerable controversies and fallacies.” (Bacon, 1620)

• “It will be convenient for the signs to be as natural as possible … this 
universal writing will be as easy as it is common, and will be capable of 
being read without any dictionary” (Leibniz, 1666)

• “the search for a neutral system of formulae, for a symbolism freed 
from the slag of historical languages" (Vienna Circle Manifesto, 1929)

• The information technology revolution from the late 20th century 
onwards gives us more chance to achieve these goals than Bacon, 
Leibniz, Neurath and their contemporaries had



Reforms to scientific communication

• Discourse reporting guidelines (e.g. APA JARS, EQUATOR, PRISMA)

• Controlled vocabulary (e.g. ERIC thesaurus)

• More technologically augmented scientific communication (e.g. Sci-
Note)

• Majority intelligibility standards for evaluating communication (not 
prestige standards) (e.g. requirement among major journal 
publishers that peer reviewers do not take into account dialect of 
writing)

• More multimedia (less language)
• This is already a trend in STEM; I advocate explicit promotion, & 

promulgation across the social sciences)

• (These different reforms discussed in my BALEAP presentation 
osf.io/myx95 Jeffrey 2021 “EAP in a scientific revolution - BALEAP 
2021 conference presentation”)

https://osf.io/myx95/


Less language; more multimedia

• More efficient to create (in 
many cases, for many 
people)

• More efficient to consume
• Mayer’s research into 

multimedia learning (2009 
Multimedia Learning)

• Less ambiguity



Less language; more tables & figures

Pesticide exposure increases 
the risk of lymphoma. 
Sex affects exposure 
probability 
through occupation, 
while sex is directly related 
to lymphoma risk as the 
outcome. Residence also 
affects pesticide 
exposure probability.
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The master narrative voices identified were 
twofold. First, much discourse centered around the 
dimension of struggle and success, this itself 
manifested in two sub-dimensions. Self-
actualization as a member of a larger gay 
community was seen as the end goal of healthy 
sexual identity development, or “coming out”. 

My path of gayness … going from denial to 
saying, well this is it, and then the process of 
coming out, and the process of just sort of, 
looking around and seeing, well were do I stand 
in the world, and sort of having, uh, political 
feelings. (Carl, age 50)

Further, maintaining healthy sexual identity entails 
vigilance against internalization of society 
discrimination. 

When I’m like thinking of criticisms of more 
mainstream gay culture, I try to … make sure it’s 
coming from an appropriate place and not like a 
place of self-loathing. (Patrick, age 20)

The second major theme was emancipation. 
Emancipation was expressed in either open 
exploration of an individually fluid sexual self as the 
goal of healthy sexual identity development, or in 
questioning discrete, monolithic categories of 
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Visualization that better matches the nature 
of the information



Relevant to who?

• Researchers

• Creators of 
style/reporting guides 
(e.g. APA Style, journal 
editors, …)

• Those of us training 
researchers of the 
future (e.g. experienced 
researchers, English 
teachers, …)

• But: remember 
accessibility needs



Summary

• The more dependent we are on natural language (such as English), 
• the higher the barriers to scientific knowledge creation & consumption;

• the higher the ambiguity

• We may benefit from being increasingly proactive about the use of 
multimedia in scientific communication

• This is one example how efforts toward improving the medium of 
science can also make science more open (in addition to the efforts 
toward improving the message of science)

Thank you for listening ☺ Eager to continue discussion: 
ricky.jeffrey@nottingham.edu.cn &/or twitter.com/Ricky_Jeffrey 
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